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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract— As the Internet is vigorous development, security measures are expected to become 
more and more important on the Internet. A Time-stamping authority (TSA) is a trusted authority 

which provides a proof that a datum existed before a particular time. In this research, we imple-

mented a RFC-3161 compliant live CD for time-stamping service over the Internet. The TSA 

server software was implemented on Linux Live CD platform using perl language and with modi-

fied open source software from OpenTSA while the TSA client software was implemented on 

Windows platform using C++ Builder tool. Our TTS live CD combines newsgroup with database. 

The time-stamping tokens information can be download from newsgroup and verified time stamp 

information, and the TSA server can issue time stamp token information to newsgroup instantly. 

These mechanisms will improve time-stamping service. 
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1 1 1 1     IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction*† 

A time-stamping authority (TSA) [1,2,3,4,9] is a usu-

ally operated as trusted third party which provides a 

proof that a datum existed before a particular time. The 

time-stamping service (TTS) become a part of pub-

lic-key infrastructures (PKI) [5,6] As documents or 

hash values of documents are send to TSA for 

time-stamping, the TSA server will response with a 

time-stamping token in order to indicate that the 

(hashed) datum existed at a particular point in time. 

There are many situations where we need to certify the 

date and time that some data was created or modified 

[7]. 

In this paper, we present our effort in the design and 

implementation of CA/PKI on the PC Windows envi-

ronment. Borland C++ Builder 6 [11] is used as a soft-

ware tool to develop Internet-based TSA client. The 

open source software provided by the OpenTSA project 

[14] is used as a middleware to build a TSA server on 

the Linux live CD environment. IF time-stamping au-
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thority can publish time-stamping token information 

and provides user to confirm, there will be more helpful 

to PKI. Usenet is a network service that unify news 

server, time-stamping token message is disseminated 

by newsgroup. The communication protocol between 

TTS clients and TTS server is followed IETF RFC3161 

standard [15]. 

 

2222 Implementation of Implementation of Implementation of Implementation of TTTTTSTSTSTS Server Server Server Server    
    
OpenTSA [12,13,14] is an open-source implementa-

tion of SSL/TLS protocols for Linux and Windows plat-

forms. It also contains basic cryptography functions, 

such as message encryption and digital signature. We 

installed and set up OpenTSA software on a Linux 

machine with extra C codes and perl [11] codes to pro-

vide RFC3161-compatible time-stamping format so 

that they will act as Time-stamping authority. 

 Fedora live CD is a convenient tool to help system 

administrator manage network service. The user can 

modify Fedora live CD and rebuild system to support 

service that you want easily. In this research, we inte-

grate Opentsa to Fedora live CD and support 

time-stamping service. Figure 1 shows TTS live CD 

turn on. 
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Figure 1: Screen of TTS live CD turn on 

 

TTS live CD is based on Fedora Core 4 live CD which 

adds and modifies OpenTSA tools to integrate news-

group and database [8,14,16,17,18]. Figure 2 shows 

external architecture of the TTS. The time is important 

for the TTS server, especially in precision. In this re-

search, our time originates from the NTP (Network 

Time Protocol) server. 
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Figure 2: External Architecture of the TTS 

 

Our TTS include Mysql [17] database which have 

two tables, respectively is token_id and token_date. 

When the client submits the time-stamping request 

(tsq), TTS will send time-stamping respond (tsr) and 

will store token_id and token_date in the database. 

Besidies Our TTS server use inn [18] tool and pnews [8] 

to install news server support Apache. Figure 3 shows 

internal architecture of the TTS. 
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Figure 3: Internal Architecture of the TTS 

 

 

If TTS creates time-stamping respond (tsr), 

time-stamping token message will issue on newsgroup, 

which can be demonstrated by HTTP (Hyper Text 

Transfer Protocol) and NNTP (Network News Transfer 

Protocol) protocol. Figure 4 shows time-stamping au-

thority issue time-stamping token message on web 

[8,18]. 

 

 
Figure 4 : Issue time-stamping token on web 
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We developed a TTS client software on Windows 

platforms which interfaces with TTS server through 

HTTP and NNTP protocol over the Internet. The client 

software, developed using C++ Builder version 6.0 [11] 

tool from Borland programming environment. A TSA 

client allows creating a time-stamping request by se-

lecting a file and choosing a message-digest algorithm , 

then sends the time-stamping request to the TSA [[3]. 

The main interface of TSA client is illustrated in Figure 

5. 

 

 

Figure 5 : TTS client main interface 

 

 

 

 



 

Upon receiving time-stamping response from the 

TTS server, our TTS client software could parse and 

display the response in a meaningful manner. The TTS 

client software could also save time-stamping response 

and verify it against presentation of the original 

(hashed) datum. on which the time-stamping request 

had been sent to TTS. Besides the time-stamping to-

kens can be download from newsgroup. The outcome of 

TTS client download newsgroup with time-stamping 

token is illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6: Download time-stamping tokens  
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PKI will become more and more prevalent in th

-e near future while time-stamping service (TTS) is

 a part of PKI. A secure and convenient TTS soluti

on will be useful in e-commerce applications. In thi-

s paper, we have described our preliminary results  

on implementing RFC3161-compatible TTS client an

d TTS live CD combines newsgroup with database 

for time stamping service. 
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